
 

 

 

new goons 
 

The bar stool creaks as Mikey settles down onto it. The sparkling cherry vinyl and 

shiny silver chrome reflect the many faces around him. Mikey smiles deeply, 

uncontrollably, his black eye crinkling, his dull, plastic white teeth capturing the stubbly 

beards and crew cuts of the regulars in the diner.  

“Yep,” he stares at the men sitting next to him, “No one’s gonna bother me 

anymore. No sir,” he nods as the attendant slides a cup of coffee across the counter to 

him. “Oh, say,” he looks up, “There’s some of my new goons now,” and beams proudly. 

The guys next to him, one an equipment manager from a far off mine, the other 

from a plankton farm, one a real stocky bull of a guy, the other a mere weed-like wisp, 

glance over their shoulders, then gradually turn to catch several hulking, eight foot 

monstrosities1 slowly, gigantically swaying and loping as they make their way through 

the now silent crowd.  

“I was workin’ my field one day when a cruiser zoomed by. Had ta be doin’ at 

least one-twenty. I mean three feet off the ground and just glidin’ along as silent as can 

be. Musta been on their way to New Chicago. Maybe they were lost, or just takin’ the 

back roads for a change of scenery. No way anyone out here could afford anything like 

that. Anyway, I notice something fly out of its window. So I climb off my tractor and run 

over, and sure enough, it’s some sort of catalog. An old equipment catalog. . .” Mickey 

looks over his shoulder, then back to the stunned men next to him, whose mouths have 

dropped in frozen stares. “Really. I got the last ones left. Limited editions. Special ones. 

They’d been sittin’ in the back of a warehouse for years. For some reason they won’t let 

you make ‘em anymore. Something about cloning and all that. All those new laws, new 

customs. Oh how things change. . . Yeah, no lie, pal. I ordered ‘em from an old catalog I 

found in a ditch. . . . I got the last ones.” 

 

 

 

(By Tony Rauch – copywrited material) 

                                                           
1              massive, lumbering behemoths, wearing powder blue coveralls (with one 

powder blue sleeve and one cream colored sleeve), short black “anchor man” hair cuts, 

and tight, mean stares. 


